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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
ADVANCE RESTRICTED REPORT 
THE EFFECT OF ALTITUDE ON COOLING 
By Maurice J. Brevoort, Upshur T. Joyner, and George P. Wood. 
INTRODUCTIC' 
The question of whether the liqui&-cooled or air-
cooled engine is the better for use in airplanes has al-
ways been a lively subject for discussion. The discussion 
has alternately.. favored each means ofcooling and., at the 
present. time, many believe that h.igh-a.lti'tu'de oper- 
at 40,0.00. 'fe.	 4 4o1 fao'r.s, the .iiquid.-cooled 
engin.e and. that the cooling, of an air-cooled engine be-
comes impossible at some high altitude. 
The purpose of this report is to set down the vari- 
ables that control the cooling of both engines and then to 
show by illustrations how eithe.r engine may be cooled at 
any desired. altitude. 
A practical and. imp artial discussion of this.,problem 
should be of assistance in.evaluating the relative merits 
of both types of engine. , and should serve as a guid to 
assist in planning for the procurement of engines for fu-
ture airplanes. 
A great deal of the confusion regarding the relative 
merits of diff,erënt.. types of '.engine for high-altitude op-
eration arises from. .the fact that. an engine with its cool-
ing system (radiators or fins) may be designed for one al-
titude and then operated at a higher altitude. As long as 
the operating altitude is below "3,000 feet, only a small 
amount of trouble is ' encountereu because compensating ef-
fects make, the cooling problem less severe than at higher 
altitudes. At high altitude, the cooling problem becomes 
insurmountable unless the cooling arrangements are de-
signed. for high altitude. 	 This fact meais either an in-
crease in cooling-air flow or an increase in surface area 
for cooling as the altitude increases. 
In general, the cooling problem is solved most satis-
factorily. by increasing the'. cooling, surface. as-the alti-
tude increases .... A. 1uidc.00.led engine , requires an in-
crease in radiator size. and. an air-cooled engi .n :e requires 
increased finning.wit•h altitude.,
2Two illustrative examples are considered herein, one 
for a modern air-cooled engine and the other for a liquid-
cooled engine developing the same power. The cooling char-
acteristics of engines are known for certain low altitudes 
from test-stand and flight-operation data. It is a simple 
matter to compute the surface or air flow that is required 
to give the same cooling for either engine at any.-Other 
altitude. 
An appendix is presented that gives the method and 
the basis of the analysis. 
AIR-COOLED Ei'GINE 
Figure 1 is ,a chart in which the ratio of pressure 
drop required for cooling to pressure drop available for 
cooling is plotted against altitude for, the high-speed 
flight condition. The method of calculation is shown in 
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Figure 1.- The effect of altitude on the ratio of cooling 
pressure drop required to pressure drop available in the-
high-speed condition for the original air-cooled engine 
and for three hy p othetical fin arrangements. 
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the appendix. The curve for the original engine shows that 
4.	 it will cool at rated power up to an altitude of about 
42,000 feet. 
The original engine had aluminum fins 1.0 inch wide. 
Curves for aluminum and copper fins 15 inches wide are 
also shown. The wider aluminum and the copper fins would 
allow the engine to cool at 55,000 and at 59,000 feet, 
respectively. A fourth curve is presented to show the 
relative effect of fins 0.75 inch wide, which represent 
older engines or engines of lower power rating. 
The effect of altituce on i: rábio of cooling re-
quired to cooling available with cowling flaps for the 
original engine and for the engine with copper fins 1.5 
inches wide in the climb condition is shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2.-- The effect of altitude on the ratio of cooling 
required to cooling available in the climb condition for 
original engine using 1.0-inch aluminum fins and for the 
same engine using 1,5-inch copper fins. 
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It is interesting to note that in climb the original 
engine is able to cool at 41,000 feet. The 1 0 5-inch cop-
per fins give a limiting altitude above 60,000 feet. 
The power required for pumpingcooling air in the 
high-speed flight condition for the four fin widths over 
the same altitude range is given in figure 3 as percent 
of engine power. The power re q uired for pum p ing is the 
power associated with the increase in drag of an airplane 
when the cooling air flows through a conventional cowling 
or scoop. 
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Figure 3.- The effect of altitude on the percent of engine 
power required to pump cooling air for the fin arrange-
ments and the operating condition emoloyed for figure 1. 
Figure 4 shows as percent of engine power the power 
required to carry the eight of the fins in the high-speed 
flight condition. The power reciuired to carry the best 
fins is surprisingly low when the relative cooling per-
formance is considered. 
The jet power due to the heat added to the cooling 
air, which is shown in figure 5, is an illustration of the 
well-known Meredith effect.
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Figure 4.- Effect of altitude on the power to carry the 
fins in percent of engine power for the four fin ar-
rangements. 
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Figure 5.- Variation of jet-powe:- recovery in percent of 
engine power for the four fin trrangernents .  High--speed 
flight condition. 
The net power required. to cool the air-cooled engine 
in the high-speed flight condition is given in figure 6. 
This power includes the power to pump the cooling air over 
the engine and the power to carry the fins and credits the 
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Figure 6.- Net cooling power in percent of engine power 
for an air-cooled engine as affected by altitude. 
High-speed flight condition. 
system with the thrust power obtained from heating the 
cooling air. Figure 6 is interesting as a demonstration 
of the effectiveness of increased surface area in reducing 
the power for cooling, especially at high altitude. 
LIQUID-COOLED ENGINE 
Two cases are considered fo? the liquid-cooled engire 
(1) with the coolant at atmospheric pressure at all alti-
tudes (solid lines on figs. 7 to 11) and (2 . ) with the 
coolant maintained at sea-level pressure at all altitudes. 
(dashed lines on figs. 7 to 11). 
Whenever a liquid-cooled engine tends to overheat at 
some particular altitude because of insufficient coolrig 
and whenever the additional pressure drop needed to in-
crease the cooling with the existing radiator installation 
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is not available, the need for additional cooling can be 
satisfied by the substitution of a radiator of sufficient-
ly larger cooling surface (larger volume). The variation 
of reauired optimum radiator volume with altit..ide for a 
liquid-cooled engine is shown in figure 7. 
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Figure 7.- Variation of required optimum radiator volume 
with altitude. Liquid-cooled engine; high-speed flight 
condition. 
It can be clearly seen from figure 7 that the maximum 
altitude at which a liquid-cooled engine can be cooled is 
definitely fixed by the size of the radiator just as the 
limiting altitude of an air-cooled engine is fixed by its 
fins.
In order to illustrate the effect of altitude on the 
cooling performance of a liquid-cooled engine, a liquid-
cooled engine of the same power as the air-cooled engine 
used and the same airplane have been assumed. 
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The variatic.n with altitude of the ratio of the 
cooling pressure drDp required to the pressure drop avail-
able for a li q uid-cooled engine is given in figure 8.	 It 
can be seen from this figure that the original radiator 
installation, which was designed to be optimum at an al-
titude of 20,000 feet, becomes insufficient for cooling 
at an altitude of 49,000 feet. Two ther radiator instal-
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Figure 8. 7 The effect of altitude on the ratio of cooling 
pressure drop required tz pressure drop available for the 
liquid-cooled engine. High-speed flight condition. 
lations with greater cooling surface (volume) designed to 
be optimum at altitudes of 40,000 feet and 60,000 feet are 
also shown. Both of these installations will cool the 
engine at a higher altitude than the original installation. 
The power re q uired to cool the engine in the high-
speed flight condition is shown in figures 9 to 11. Fig-
ure 9 shows the air-pumping pwer plus the weight power, 
figure 10 shows the power recovered in the radiator exit 
jet as a result of heating the cooling air, and figure 11 
shows the net cooling power.
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Figure 9.- The effect of altitude on the sum of air- 
pumping power, the power to ca. :y the weight of coolant 
and radiator, and the power consumed by duct drag for the 
liquid-cooled engine. High-speed flight condition, 	 - 
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Figure 10.- Varia-tion with altitude at the radiator exit 
of jet-power recovery for the iiquid-ooled engine. 
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Figure ll.- Net cooling p ower in percent of engine power 
for a liquid-cooled engine. High-speed f1ighcoiditiofl. 
The solution to the high-altitude cooling problem fpr 
li q uid-cooled engines shown here is simply the addition of 
more cooling surface. This solution is the same as that 
shown for the air-cooled engine and the same kind- of results 
were obtained- in both cases. 
DISCUSSION 
The problem of cooling at altitude has been illustrated 
for the liquid- and for the air-cooled engines. Neither 
engine is limited in altitude p ossibilities by cooling. 
The present analysis has been confined to the single 
problem of cooling. There are numerous problems connected 
with supercharging, intercooling, carburetion, aerodynamics, 
etc.	 The cooling, taken by ite1f., appears to be relative- 
iy simpler than many of the other problems associated with 
high-altitude flight. 
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For instance, on a good installation at an altitude 
of 40,000 feet, the air-cooled engine with 1.5-inch alu-
minum fins uses le3s than 40 percent of the available pres-
sure drop and requires. less than 3 percent of the engine 
power for cooling. The liquid-cooled engine having a 
co radiator designed for 40,000 feet altitude uses 27 percent 
of the available pressure drop and reouires 5 percent of 
the engine power for cooling with the coolant at atmos-
pheric pressure and uses 27 percent of the available pres-
sure drop and requires 4 percent of the engine power for 
cooling for the pressurized case. 
The important point to be g:; '.ned from this illustra-
tion is not the difference 'oetwen liquid-cooled and air-
cooled engines but the more important fact that each re-
quires only a very small power for cooling and each re-
quires pressure drops which are easily developed. 
When the problem is pursued further in the appendix, 
it will be noted that the cooling power computed here as-
sumes that the power to pump the cooling air through the 
fins or the radiator tubes is accomplished at 100-percent 
pumping efficiency. The actual pumping efficiency should 
not be below 80 percent except in the case in which all 
the available pressure drop is needed for cooling	 Even 
in this case the ideal efficiency should not fall below 
50 percent	 In most in s tallations, however, there are 
avoidable increases in form or p ressure drg due t. o the 
cooling installation that may reduce the apparent pumping 
efficiency to ,a fraction of the value obtainable on the 
best possible installation, 
CONCLUSIONS 
The foregoing analysis has shown that air-cooled and 
liquid-cooled engines can be cooled with a small fraction 
of the available pressure drop and with cooling powers of 
2 to 5 percent of the engine power. -The pressure drops 
and powers In both cases are mat'Laliy below present-day 
installation values on operating airplanes. It thus 
develops that much greater gains can be made by improving 
either installation than can be attributed to the true 
differences between the two types of engine. 
As a result of the analysis and the more complete 
computations presented in the appendix, if proper design 
of cooling surface (fins or radiator) is used, it can be 
concluded that:
12
1. Cooling is not the limiting factor in the design 
of high-altitude airplanes.	 4 
2. Cooling is not a valid, reason for selecting 
either li quid- or air-cooled engines for high-altitude 
operation. 
3. It is essential that the cooling system be de-
signed for the operating altitude. 
4. Disregard of conclusion 3 has been the major 
cause of the confusion concerning high-altitude cooling. 
5. The solutions to the cooling problem given here 
involve no impractical or unattainable arrangements. 
Conclusions pertaining to the air-cooled engine and 
to the liquid-cooled engine are given at the end of the 
sections Air-Cooled Engine and Liquid-Cooled Engine in 
appendix B. 
Langley Menoria]. Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Ajvisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va.
APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS 
leak area around cylinders radiator frontal area, 
square feet 
c	 specific beat of air at constant pressure, Btu per 
p	 pound per °F 
D	 hydraulic diameter of air passage, feet 
f	 fin effectiveness 
g	 acceleration due to gravity, feet per second per 
second 
h	 local coefficient of beat transfer, Btu per square 
foot per second per OF 
H	 rate of heat transfer, Btu per second 
k	 thermal conductivity of air, Btu per square foot 
per second per °F per foot 
km	 thermal conductivity of metal, Btu per square foot 
per second per OF per foot 
M	 weight rate of flow, pounds' per second 
p	 static pressure, pounds per-square foot 
pf friction pressure drop, p ounds per square foot 
rb	 radius from center of cylinder to root of fin, feet 
R	 gas constant' 
S	 fin spacing, foot 
S	 area of cylinder walls, square fect 
t	 average fin thickness, feet 
w	 fin width, feet  
T	 absolute tem perature of air  
P 0	 average engine tomporaturo,0P. 
Ta	 free—air temperature, °F 
T i	 inlet t'mperaturo of air, 0p
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outlet temperature of air, OR 
average temperature difference between engine and 
air, OF 
U	 over-all heat-transfer coefficient from metal to 
air, Btu per square foot per second p er OF 
V	 speed of air, feet per second 
V i	 speed of air in cooling-air passage entrance, feet 
per second 
V 0	 speed of air in cooling-air passage exit, feet per 
second 
Va	 speed of airplane, feet per second 
P	 density of air, slugs per cubic foot 
Pa	 free-air density, slugs per cubic foot 
Pi	 inlet density of air : slugs per cubic foot 
P0	 outlet density of air, slugs per cubic foot 
q	 dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot 
q a	 dynamic pressure corresponding to Va, pounds per 
square foot 
q i	 inlet dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot 
Cio	 outlet dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot 
coefficient of viscosity of air, slugs per foot 
per second 
W	 weight of fins, pounds 
Ap	 pressure drop, pounds per square root 
volume rate of flow, cubic -feet per second 
C D	 drag coefficient of duct 
D d	 drag of duct, pounds 
PD	 power required to overcome duct drag, horsepower 
a=
' kmt 
CD/ C L ratio of airplane drag coefficient to lift coefficient
lb 
APPENDIX 
METHODS AND ASSUMPTIONS USED IN COMPUTATIONS 
.0
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the present analysis is to show how 
a1ttude enters the problem of cooling an engine. Both a 
liquid-cooled engine and an air-cooled, engine are consid-
ered and it is assumed that manufacturing techniques and 
airplane design and oorformanc.e are as good as, but no 
ctter than, the hetresent practice. The effect of 
altitude on the proble
	
f  e,1Y E-,ino cooling is the only al-
titude effect cotsidered in this paper. 
The whole analysis ha been based on the assumption 
that the engi.ne.is . operating at or below its critical 
altitude over the entire range of altitude considered. 
Under, this condition the pressure and tem p erature at the 
carburetor inlet are maintained at some fixed value, re- 
rdless of altitude, and the 011 temperature and the rate 
of flow are also constant. The engine is assumed to op-
orate at any altitud.e'e.xactly as it would at s3a level, 
provided that the cylinder and the head-wall temperatures 
are maintained, constant. The conditions assumed here are 
conditions that can be realized on a well'-d.ésigned instal-
lation for a supercharged engine. 
It is we.l to realize the importance of these condi-
tios because many of the results obtained from this anal-
ysis appear to contradict experiehce. This contradiction 
is inevitable because almost all the ex p erience with cool-
ing at high altitude has been obtained on airplanes em-
ploying engines operating above their critical altitude 
or otherwise inadequately equipped for high-altitude 
operation., 
For instance, calculations chow that engine cooling 
on typical airplanes should increase in difficulty up to 
the critical altitude and decrease in difficulty as alti- 
tud.o increases above the crit i cal altitude.	 xperience 
with actual airplanes cer.ting above the critical alti-
tude shows that overheating Occurs at the higher altitudes. 
This aDoarent divergence, between ex p erience and. com-
puted performance is not real, hcwever, and is explined.
16 
by the fact that the carburetor tends to 
mixture above the critical altitude, As 
comes progressively leaner,. more cooling 
This illustration should make it clear t 
with high-altitude cooling must be given 
examination,
lean the air-fuel 
the mixture be-
is required. 
hat experiences
very critical 
The problem of cooling at altitude has been analyzed 
along two lines:
	 (1) to determine the required increase

in Ap as the altitude increases and (2) to show the 
benefit of increased cooling surface in regard to pres-
sure drop and power for cooling. The tendency in the 
past has been to maintain fins or r-adiators at the mini 
mum size. Consequently, there has been an inevitable in-
crease in the quantity of cooling air required that has 
resulted in increasing the required cooling-air pressure 
drop beyond the pressure drop available. 
The present analysis applies to an actual air-cooled 
engine	 The pressure drop re q uired for cooling at sea 
level at ra:ed power is the starting point for the anal-
ysis. One engine would., have been as good as another for 
this analysis and the type of finning or the methods of 
manufacturing the fins are no part of this repDrt. The 
effect on coolingof adding cooling surface is demon-
strated here by computations. 
Also in the liquid-cooled engines the processes con-
nected with the transfer of heat from the engine to the 
coolant are not considered, The analysis is confined 
entirely to determining the radiator size required to 
cool using a re p resentative coolant. 
The air density and temperature decrease with alti-
tude The tem p erature of NACA standard air becomes con-
stant at -67 0
 F at 36,000 feet and Army air comes to the 
same temperature at 46,500 feet.
	 (See fig. 12.) 
The lower temperature of the cooling air at altitude 
tends to - ease the cooling problem there, whereas the 
lower density tends to aggravate the problem. The density 
decrease with altitude results in a decreasing dynamic 
pressure and increasing speed.
	 Figure 13 shows computed
values of q a and 11a for .a typical high-speed airplane 
neglecting changes in drag due to compressibility. In 
obtaining the flight speed at each altitude, the curve of 
drag coefficient against lift coefficient for an existing 
late-model pursuit airplane was used. The effective.
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thrust power was reduced at each altitude by the power 
recuired by an intercooler and oil cooler chosen for that 
altitude. Cylinder baffling was assumed the same for all 
sets of fin dimensions. 
Co
With the density, tem p erature, and speed varying 
with altitude in such a way that they have partly compen-
sating effects and effects of varying magnitude, it is not 
generally possible to p redict without analysis the exact 
effect of altitude on cooling. 
Even though the air-
 lane assumed here is a moderu 
pursuit airplane of high performance, the conclusions 
reached are fairly general. Modern high-performance air-
planes have reached such a'h .igh degree of refinement that 
conclusions reached on cooling for a pursuit airplane can 
be applied without great modification to other high-
performan6e typee.
AIR-0O0LD ENGINE 
The computation of cooling
	
altitude consists in 
calculating the mass flow of air reauired for cooling. 
The engine rated Dower is 1675 horsepower and the propel-
ler efficiency is assumed to be 80 percent at all alti-
tudes. The engine must dissipate 445 Btu per second at 
an average head temperature T 	 of 410 0 F. The surface 
S ftr cooling is 15 square feet. The -fin width w is 
1.0 inch. The fin spacing s is 0.15 inch. The outside 
cylinder-radius rb is 3.6 inches. The thermal conduc-
tivity km of aluminum is 0.0345 Btu ier second per 
square foot per °F. 
The mass flow of air required varies with the tempera-h 
ture difference available for cooling. This varying mass 
flow requires an increasing pressure drop with altitude 
which determines the limiting altitude at which the air-
plane may-be operated under any flight condition. 
Analysis 
The present analysis is an extension of the preble 
as it was presented in reference 1. Certain formulas are 
taken from reference 1 and from other sources. These 
formulas are reproduced, here for use in this computation.
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In order to find, the mass flow that is necessary to 
effect the re q uired rate of heat transfer at a given alti-
tude and. in order to find the corresponding values of air 
temperature and velocity at the entrance and at the exit 
to the baffles, equations (1) to (6) were solved simulta-
neously. Equation (1) is the heat-balance equation. 
V 02-v.2
(1)
	
= c(T 0 	Ti)	 (778)(2)g 
Equation (2) is the fundamental equation for heat transfer 
by forced convection,
H= S U AT	 .	 (2) 
Equation (3) is the equation of continuity. 
P i v i = P O V O	 ..	 . .	 (3) 
Equation (4) states that the static-pressure drop between 
baffle entrance and exit is the sum of the momentum in- 
crease of the air and the fricti.i pressure drop. 
pi -
	
= pV(V 0 - v) + LPf
	
(4) 
Equations (5) and (6) relate free-stream and entrance con-
ditions.
T1 = Ta Ga)
-'	
(5) 
	
0..832 
T	 Ta +	 (Va2 - v 2 )	 (6) 
lO 
Entrance and exit conditions must be determined simul-
taneously, because they are mutually interdependent. For 
example, for a given altitude and airplane speed, Ti de-
pends on the mass flow. The mass flow required for cooling
'So 
CO 
r
19 
depends, moreover, on AT. The quantity AT is the dif-
ference between the average engine temperature T e and 
the arithmetic mean air temperature (cf. equation (7)). 
The weight rate of flow M is a function, therefore, of 
both inlet and outlet conditions. 
Before a' solution of equations (i) to (6) was made, 
substitution for certain of the quantities was made by 
means of the following relations: 
AT = Te	 (Ti + T 0 )	 ( 7) 
By definition,
M = gApV 
From reference 2,
h	 I (	 w;2 "\\ t anh a-w 
-+5. 
s+t
	
rbj	 aw	 J 
From reference 3, 
h = 0,2	 (PV )°'8 
D) 
if
=10 
From reference 4,
tanh aw 
S	 f=	 - 
aw 
where
a	
;2- t
(8) 
•	 () 
(io) 
(ii)
(12)
(13) 
And., from reference 1,
1.07 - 0.3 aw
	 (14).
We 
The last equation for f, which is an approximation, is 
correct within 1 percent for 0.50<f<0.95. 
0.3 (q i + q 0
	
2) 
From the gneral gas law, 
p = R p T
	
(le) 
Cooling in the original engine. - The known heat dis-
si p ation, fin dimensions, air temperature, and density 
variation with altitude are used with equations (1) to 
(16) to compute the variation of N, Ti, T 0 , and Ap 
with altitude. The variation of thee quantities with 
altitude is shown in figure 14. The properties of Army 
air were used in all calculations. 
Figure 15 shows the breakdown of the pressure drop 
	
for cooling into its three components:	 (1) the useful 
frictional pressure drop, (2) the nonuseful momentum pres-
sure drop, and (3) the nonuseful pressure drop at the 
exit. It should be remembered that pressure drop refers 
to a loss in total pressure. The friction pressure drop 
is given by ecuation (is), which is based on the experi-
mental results described in reference 5. The momentum 
pressure drop is given by equation (4). The exit pressure 
loss is taken as 0.7q 0 on the basis of the measurements 
described In reference 5. 
The ratio of cooling pressure drop required to pres-
sure drop available for cooling against altitude is shown 
In figure 16. For this analysis it is assumed that, in 
the high-speed condition, the pressure drop available is 
This kralue is arbitrary and may be chosen in 
line with individual experience. Any other choice simply 
varies the limiting altitude. 
Cooling with other fin arrangements.- The cooling 
for the original engine is illustrated in figures 14, 15, 
and 16. This engine is limited to an altitude of approx 
imately 42,000 feet. If this altitude were to be exceeded 
by increase in pressure drop for cooling, some type of 
blower would be reouired and, because the pressure drop
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required rises so abruptly with altitude, the power for 
cooling would soon become excessive, It is obviously 
impracticable to obtath increased altitude by this means. 
\.0 
ID In the present section, an analysis will be made of 
the effect of adding surface to the cylinder by increased 
fin width. The following table shows the fin dimensions 
that will be used to illustrate the effect of adding sur-
face area for cooling: 
I	 Pin 
Pins	 !material
Air 
properties
Flight 
condition
A 
(sq. ft)
w	 t 
(in.)	 (in..) 
Original	 Al .	 Army Nigh speed 2.2 1.0	 0.060 
Do---	 --do-- --do-- Climb 2.2 1.0	 .060 
Wide Al	 ---do-- --do-- High speed 1	 3 . 3 1.5	 .052 
Wide thin Cu	 0u --do-- ----do---- 3.3. 1.5	 .035 
Narrow Al	 Al ---do-- ---do---- 1.65
. 75	 .060 
Wide thin Cu	 Cu --do-- Climb 3.3 1.5	 .035
The ratio of cooling pressure drop required to pres-
sure drop available , rhn the 1.5-inch aluminum fins are 
used is shown in figure 16. These fins are spaced at 
0.15 inch,the same as the original fins, but the thick-
is assumed to he 0,052 instead of 0.060 inch. This 
thickness is optimum for this width aluminum fin at 
30,000 feet a)ititud.e. 
Figure 17 shows the T,T 01 M	 and Ap for this 
same fin arrangement. A comparison of figures 14 and 17 
-shows that the wider aluminum fins reduce the required 
pressure drop for cooling at 40,000 feet from 112 to 40 
pounds per square foot. Conse q uently, the power for cool-
ing is markedly lower for the wider fin. 
When copper fins are used, t ie thickness may be re-
duced because of the high the	 conductivity Qf copper.
The thickness was chosen as 0,035 inch. The optimum 
thickness is somewhat loss, and a thinner fin is more de-
sirable if it can be manufactured The thin co pper fins 
allow more fins to b.e added to an air-cooled engine with 
the same spacing. 
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The computed results for the copper fins are given 
in figures 16 and 18	 A comp arison of figures 14, 173 
and 18 shows a further reduction of the required pressure 
drop to 30 pounds per square foot at 40,000 feet. The 
pressur.e dro p re q uired, at 55,00 .0 feet is 59 pounds per 
square foot, a value that Is. easily o'oained. The value 
of N over the whole range as well as the value of
	 p
is reduced with the result that the power for cooling is 
further reduced. 
Power for cooling,- The :oower for cooling is the 
algebraic sun of the power to pump the cooling air 
through the fins and. the power to carry the fins and the 
thrust from the heated air at the exit. 
The rumring power is given by 
The carrying power is given by
	 WV 	 where W is 
the weig1t of the fins. 
The pumping power for the various fin arrangements 
considered. Is shown in figure 19. The thrust power from 
the heat is computed according to the analysis presented 
in reference 6 and this power is negative with respect to 
the other components of the cooling power. The thrust 
power at the exit due to the heat added to the cooling 
air is shown in figure 20 for the various fin arrange-
ments	 Figure 21 shows the power required to carry the 
fins in the high-speed condition. When it is seen how 
small this power actually is, the short-sightedness of - 
trying to reduce engine weight by limiting fin area b-
comes apparent. 
This point is further illustrated in figure 22, in 
which the net power, that is ) the combination of power 
shown in figures 19 to 21, is. given, The original engine 
requires 200 horsepower at 40,000 feet, whereas the wide 
aluminum or the copper fins re q uire only 40 to 50 horse-
power, The wide fins are nearly optimum for 40,000 feet 
when the power for cooling is the determining factor. 
Cooling in climb,- Figure 23 gives the variation 
with altitude of.the ratio of cooling pressure drop re-
quired to the pressure drop available for the original 
fins and for the 1,5-inch copper fins in climb. It was 
assumed that exit flaps would be used in the climb and 
that the total pressure drop available would be 1.2 times 
the flight dynamic pressure,
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It can be seen by comparing figures 23 and 16 that 
the maximum altitude at which the engine will cool in 
climb is about the same as the maximum altitude at which 
it will cool in high-speed flight. 
Fin effectiveness.- The variation with altitude of 
the ratio of the over-all heat-transfer coefficient for 
the finned cylinder to that for a plain cylinder with the 
same surface heat-transfer coefficient assumed in both 
cases is shown in figure 24. The 'over-all heat-transfer 
coefficient for the finned cylinder was calculated from 
the ecuation given earlier in the analysis. If the engine 
cylinder wall and cooling-air temperatures are the same in 
the two cases, this iatio is also the ratio of the heat 
dissipated by the finned cylinder to the heat clisipated 
by a plain cylinder. Hence, the ratio may be considered 
as a factor of cooling effctiveness. 
Relation _between sea-level pressure drop and limiting 
altitude- Tw effect of the pressure drop required at 
level for cooling on the limiting altitude for cooling is 
shown in figure 25. This figure like most of the figures 
in this report is simply illustrative. A similar curve 
could be drawn for oil coolers, radiators, or intercoolers. 
The figure illustrates the fundamental fact that, if any 
piece of heat-transfer eiui'oment is installed on an air-
craft and cooled by a pressure drop which is related to 
the dynamic pressure of the airplane, the limiting alti-
tude at which the apDaratus cools is an inverse function 
of the pressure drop re q uired at sea level. 
Concluding Remarks 
It must be-apparent from the illustrative examples 
presented for the air-cooled engine that large surface 
area for cooling is the only practicable solution to the 
cooling problem at altitude. 
The illustration was confined to wider fins for sim-
plicity. The cooling can be materially increased by 
using smaller fin spening. This change would require 
changes in baffling and arrangements to carry the air to 
the engine cylinder. 
The illustration given herein is thus in no way ex-
haustive of the possibilities of. improving cooling but 
shows what may be accomplished by simp le practicable 
changes in fin design.
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.LIUID.-000LED ENGINE 
The calculations re q uired to determine the effect of 
altitude on the cooling performance of a liquid-cooled. 
engine are made fairly simply by use of the radiator de-
sign chart developed in reference 7.
 
For purposes of com-oarisch with the breceding air-
cooled engine-cooling analysis, the li q uid-cooled engine 
is assumed to dissi p ate the same cuantity of heat and to 
develop the same brake horsepoweras the air-cooled 
engine and to be installed in an air p lane with the same 
flight characteristics. 
Oom-outaticns are-made for two cases.
	
In one Case, 
it is assumed that the co3lant (97p6rcent ethylene 
glycol) is contained in a closed system and that at all 
altitudes its temperature is 290 0
 F, which is 52 0 F 
below its boiling point at sea-level pressure. 
In the calculations for the second case, it is as-
sumed that the coolant (97 percent ethylene glycol) is 
subjected to free-stream atmospheric pressure at all al-
titudes and that the temperature of the coolant is main-
tained at 52 0
 F below its boiling point at the prevailing 
free-stream atmospheric pressure. The temperature of the 
coolant as a function of altitude is shown in figure 26. 
It is further assumed that in both cases the radiator 
is enclosed in a duct, such as described in reference 8, 
and that the cross-sectional area of the duct at the 
radiator is two-' thirds of the frontal area of the radiator; 
that is, one-third of the radiator will be contained within 
the regular fuselage lines. The drag coefficient of the 
duct is given in reference 8 as CDd = 0.06, based on 
frontal area, and the drag of the duct Dd is, therefore, 
20D Aqa 
Dd =
	 d	 (17) 
3 
and the horsepower Pp required to overcome the duct 
drag is
20	 A a 
=	 -	
----	 (18) 
3	 550
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In order to 'obtain the minimum power combination of 
radiator and duct at any flight condition 
`
it is necessary
 to choose several radiators designed to operate at differ-
ent pressure drops and then, by means of the radiator do-
sign chart of reference ? and equation (is) of the present 
paper, calculate the total power of each combination and rn
so to obtain the optimum design. 
Ana lysi 3 
The variation with altitude of re quired optimum ra-
diator volume and of Optimum open radiator frontal area, 
which equals two-.thirds of total frontal area, is shown 
in fi-a-ure 26. These curves were calculated directly from 
the radiator design chart. 
The effect of altitude on the cooling performance of 
three radiator-duct installations is considered, One in-
stallation was designed to be optimum for the high-speed 
flight conditions at an altitude of 20,00,0 feet, one at 
40 9 000 feet, and the third at 60,000 feet. 
The variation with altitude of the sum of the air-
pumping power, the 'power required to carry the weight 
and the power required to overcome the drag of the duct 
is shown in figure 25 for the three installations con-
sidered; and fi gures 29 and 30 show the 'effect of alti-
tude on the required pressure drop and on the 'volume rate 
of cooling-air flow, respectively. 
If it is acsumed that three-fourths of the main air-
stream dynamic pressure can be utilized for pumping air 
through the radiator, the maximum altitude at which the 
radiator will cool satisfactorily is the altitude at 
which Lp = O u ?ö	 --- = 1. The limiting altitudes 
Oo75 
as well as the variation with altitude of the ratio of 
cooling pressure drop required to pressure drop available 
 for the three installations is shown in figure 31. 
0.75q a
Meredith (reference 6) showed that it is possible to 
convert a part of the heat dissipated by the radiator into 
useful work or thrust at the radiator exit jet. This jet-
power recovery has been calculated for the installations 
considered and is shown as a function of altitude in fig-
ure 32,
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The net power re q uirement of the radiator installa-
tion is the difference between the gross power consumed. 
by the installation (fig 28) and., the p ower recovered 
from the exit jet (fig, 32).. This net power is shown in 
figure 33.  
In figure 34, the power.
 associated. with the scoop 
drag has been subtracted from the net power using pres-
surized coolant as given in figure 33. The resulting 
power-consumption curves are. representative of a case in 
which no 5C001) is used and the radiator is installed com-
p letely within the airDiane lines in such a manner that 
there is no additional drag due to cooling-air entrance 
and. exit. This ease is obviously the ideal an&. will not 
be completely realized;in.practiee. The actual perfor-
mance of a li q uid.-eocleft installation will be somewhere 
between the curves of figures 33 and 34 for the pres-
surized coolant. .	 . 
By a comparison of figures 22 and 34, it can be con-
cluded. that 'a well-designed engine installation, either 
liquid- or air-cooled should not consume more than about 
2 or 21/2 percent of the engine brake horsepower, 
Concluding Remarks 
The compar.sori of the two cases. for liquid cooling 
demonstrates the marked advanta.e of pressurized cooling 
and idealized, submergence of the rad.i.ator within the air-
plane. The actual usoful power for cooling will fall 
somewhere between the two cases considered. 
It is imp ossible to avoid a comparison between the 
air-cooled andliquid-cooled exgtnes in regard to cooling 
at altitude, Comparisons might be made according to 
weight volume, p ower to cool, quantity of eooling air, 
etc. When such comparisons are made, each engine would 
show certain advantages. 
It is generally recognized that each type of engine 
has characteristics which are desirable and which make it 
favorable for certain jobs and certain installation, 
The impa±'tial analysis of the cooling problem at 
altitude presented herein . shows nothing .
 that may be taken 
as demcnstrating a marked. advantage of one engine 'type 
over the other'
	 .	 . .
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Figure 31.- Variation with attitude of tha ratio oi cooling pressure drop reu1r9d to pressure 
drop available for the three radiator designs considered. 	 Army air-.	 - 
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Figure 33.7 Variation with altitude of the net cooling power for the three radiator
Installations considered. High-speed condition; Army air. 
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Figure 32.- Variation with altitude of the jet-power recovery for the three radiator 
installations considered. High-speed condition; Army air; pressurized and non-
	
preaurjzed systems.
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Fture	 .- Variation with altitude of th net cooling power minus power due to scoop 
draw, for Ihe three radiator installations consinered. High-speed condition; Army 
air; pressurized system. 
